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Strictly speaking, Oliver Sacks was a physician who took up
writing. But his authorial impact was such that it makes equal
sense to think of him as a writer who happened to have a broad
knowledge of medicine. He mined that knowledge for insights
into what it is to be human, whether in sickness or in health.
His most celebrated medical achievement was the use of L-dopa
in the treatment of a group of patients affected by the epidemic
of encephalitis lethargica in the 1920s. It was also this,
chronicled in his 1973 book Awakenings and the subsequent
film, that brought him to public attention.

Awakenings

Readers of his many books unfamiliar with themedical literature
of years gone by may have thought Sacks had created a new
genre in his writing about illness. He hadn’t, of course. What
he had done was resurrect an approach that once characterised
much of the content of medical journals: the case history. He
modernised it, enlivened it with his literary skills, and
embellished it with his own humanity.
A century or more ago—when medicine’s grasp of disease was
still rudimentary—the physician’s principal investigative tool
was a thorough observation of the patient and their
circumstances, followed by a careful account of everything that
might be relevant to an explanation. As it was hard to identify
what might be relevant, much detail was necessary.
The rise of science brought not only a better understanding of
disease but the possibility of reducing an overview of the
patient’s physical condition to a list of descriptors, an image or
two, and set of numerical values for various physiological
parameters. Hardly the stuff of literature.
Despite attempts to deploy such an approach in mental illnesses,
trying to explain aberrations of behaviour solely in terms of
serum this or that or neurotransmitters X and Y was a hopeless
enterprise. It did not take account of the experiential aspect of
psychiatric disease. Many of the behavioural eccentricities that
make up the greater part of Sacks’s raw material still remain to
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be explained—which is why his case histories are so detailed,
covering anything that might eventually reveal itself as having
causal significance.
The strangeness of so many of the people Sacks wrote about
makes compelling reading. Hence the much quoted New York
Times epithet “poet laureate of medicine.” For mymoney that’s
a bit too highfalutin. “Balladeer of medicine” might be more
apt—almost literally so in the case of The Man Who Mistook
His Wife For A Hat, the case history that became an opera.

Bringing patients alive
Fascinated by science as a child, Sacks studied physiology at
Oxford before joining the Laboratory of Human Nutrition.
Bench science was a task at which he proved disastrously inept;
he returned to the university, this time to read medicine. A
couple of years after graduating hemoved to California—partly,
he suggests in his autobiography, to escape the mismanaged
schizophrenia of his brother, but also to explore such illnesses
in his own way. In San Francisco and Los Angeles he got to
grips with neuropathology and neurochemistry, then moved to
NewYork’s Albert Einstein College ofMedicine to refine them.
It was at the nearby Beth AbrahamHospital that he worked with
patients with encephalitis lethargica.
New York became his permanent home, the setting for his
clinical work, his teaching, and, above all, his writing. Two
New Yorkers—whose friendships with him go back over 20
years—take similar views of his influence. “The general public
learned from him about neurology and brain science as it did
from no one else,” says Erik Kandel, Fred Kavli Professor in
the department of neuroscience at Columbia University. “He
could make the front page of the New York Times.” The impact
on the profession of his illuminatingly romantic view of illness
has been less pronounced, Kandel adds. “But in his writing he
brought patients alive. He saw new dimensions in their
characters, and showed in his magical way how illness brought
out new strengths in individuals suffering from them.”

Orrin Devinsky, professor of neurology, neurosurgery, and
psychiatry at the New York University School of Medicine,
echoes that view. When Sacks started out, only a small number
of behavioural neurologists and psychiatrists appreciated how
remarkable he was. But he believes that over time his influence
has grown. “He invigorated interest in the meticulous study of
individual patients, and in understanding them not just from the
medical perspective, but from their perspective, and in a much
more vivid and fuller sense. When I was a student at Harvard,
doing a paper on Tourette’s syndrome, I was told I must read
Awakenings. I did, and that’s what sold me on a career in
neurology.”

Outside work
Sacks’s autobiography—presciently published earlier this year
and titled On The Move—tells of an emotional rollercoaster of
a life. He realised as a teenager that he was gay, but a profoundly
negative response from his mother condemned him to years of
sexual guilt.
“He was a fabulous swimmer,” says Kandel. “He had a Russian
trainer who helped him. And he’d been in analysis for the past
46 years with the same person. He once told me there were
certain things in life you needed to have a tutor for: swimming,
piano lessons, and your mind.”
Not all Sacks’s pleasures were intellectual. They ranged from
weightlifting to drug taking (prescription and otherwise), and
included a lifelong fascination with motorbikes. Hemet his final
and most fulfilling love when he was 75. He died in a self
proclaimed state of contentment.
Oliver Wolf Sacks (b 1933; q Oxford 1958), died from cancer
on 30 August 2015.
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